ColdFusion 5 Web Application Construction Kit (4th Edition)
**Synopsis**

This new edition will be updated to cover new features and options in ColdFusion 5, the next major upgrade for this product. This book teaches all the basics required to be able to create complete and professional applications, including:

- Create real-time, secure, scalable, web based applications
- Use the new ColdFusion Studio development tools, including the WYSIWYG editor and the interactive SQL query builder
- Developer Intranet applications to interact with existing corporate databases
- Create secure e-commerce sites
- Use the new debugging tools and features
- Generate business graphics using the new graphing engine
- Implement security and access control
- Create reusable components
- Build complete applications from the ground up

This book will remain positioned as a beginner to intermediate book, but the flow and pacing will adapt so as to better cover both basic site development as well as complete application development. While some of the content from the previous editions may be used, this essentially is the first complete rewrite of this book.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book is very polished and professional, and it has a "lot" of content. Its topic is Allaire/Macromedia/Adobe ColdFusion 5 server and ColdFusion Studio from 2001 (you can no longer download the installers, but the CDROM included with the book contains them) The CDROM included with this book contains this software: ColdFusion server installer[ hp-ux cf50 ][ redhat 6 server cf50 ][ solaris cf401 ][ windows cf50 ] ColdFusion Studio installer[ windows 452 ] cf tag update
jrun installer[ hp-ux jrun31 ][ redhat 6 server jrun31 ][ solaris jrun233 ][ windows jrun31 ][ all with eval keys ]jrun studio installer[ windows jrun 301 eval ]dreamweaver installer[ dreamweaver 4 trial ]flash installer[ flash 5 trial ]ultradev installer[ ultradev4 trail ]Also included on the CDROM are two appendices from the book in PDF format Appendix A: ColdFusion Tag Reference Appendix B: ColdFusion Function Reference Many chapters source code in a hierarchical directory as ready to run .cfm files And a few dated third party trial pieces of software This is absolutely the book you would want to purchase to learn from and use as a reference. It is a "big" book however, so it is nothing you would carry around all the time. I became interested in this version and time of the ColdFusion software because it was the last to be written using Visual C/C++ before it was re-written as a serverlet for Java. This edition does have integration features with Java, hence the included JRun server, as well as the Verity search engine and many other vendors specialized support products for web applications.
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